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The Sound Fabric
Towards the Sonification of Landscape Archaeology
By Jon Hughes, Ben Elliott and Mark Edmonds

This paper, written at the outset of the SoundTracks project in late 2015, brings together several strands of thinking which relate to the use of sound in exploring landscape biographies.
The project itself was concluded in 2017, with a series of site-specific sound installations at the
Creswell Crags and the British Library. This essay therefore represents a snapshot of the authors’
approaches to landscape and sound at the outset of SoundTracks – principals and ideas which
were put into practice throughout the course of the project and realised in the final installation pieces. It sketches the role that sound has previously played within Landscape Archaeology,
and develops a critical argument over the role that sound and soundscape composition could
play in future discourse – a model of working which we have come to call The Sound Fabric.
SoundTracks takes Creswell Crags as its primary focus, a limestone gorge in the English midlands, renowned for its rich inventory of Palaeolithic material and the earliest ‘cave art’ known
in Britain. As our work at the Crags progressed, we found ourselves struggling with the precepts
and vocabularies of earlier work on sound and landscape. Ultimately, we seek to outline a way in
which an existing archaeological archive, and its components of materials, text and knowledge,
can be used to both inspire and inform the creation and understanding of sound within the
context of a very particular place.

Over the past twenty years, connections have been made between the field of Sound
Studies and the theory and practice of Landscape Archaeology. Placing a priority
on the human experience of the world, a number of landscape archaeologists have
drawn on Sensory History and the concept of the Soundscape to better integrate
sound into broader archaeological understandings of place. These developments
were an important inspiration for SoundTracks, a project using sound to explore the
biography of Creswell Crags, a limestone gorge in Derbyshire (Fig. 1) renowned for its
rich inventory of Palaeolithic material and for some of the earliest ‘cave art’ in Britain
(Pike et al. 2009). However, as our work at the Crags has progressed, we have found
ourselves struggling with the precepts and vocabularies of earlier work on sound
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and landscape. As a result, the project has required us to rethink how sound can be
both a medium and an outcome of Landscape Archaeology. In what follows, we track
how sound has resonated in archaeological discourse, identifying the positive legacies
of past and present sound-based research. This serves as a point of departure for a
different way of articulating time, place and experience, the Sound Fabric, in which
our relations to sources and to composition emerge as critical concerns. A work in
progress, these arguments allow us to identify some of the potentials and challenges
offered by the landscape of Creswell Crags itself.
Archaeology, Sound and Landscape
Archaeologists have registered sound for some time now, albeit in fairly specific ways.
The highest profile has been achieved by archaeoacoustics, the study of the acoustic
properties of physically defined internal spaces, be that through the study of archaeological sites as they are today, or through the reconstruction of past spaces through
archaeological evidence (Till 2014). Predicated on the interplay between sound and
architectural forms, made or found, work in this area has done much to bring the
sonic potentials of monuments, buildings and even caves into the heart of debates
focusing on what certain spaces meant to people in the past (eg. Watson/Keating
1999; Reznikoff 2000; Watson 2001; Till 2010). At this level, archaeological research
has run in parallel with developments across the social sciences, where it is now relatively common to find sophisticated acoustic modeling recruited to address a wide
range of research questions (Wall 2014). More recently, through Sound Archaeology,
attention has shifted to the wider fields in which sound was implicated in peoples’
experiences of the world. Sound Archaeology takes a primary interest in the acoustic
ecologies of the past, drawing our attention to the complex soundscapes created and
encountered by people as they lived, worked and moved across particular landscapes
(Mills 2014).
Work at these different scales has been influential within archaeology, contributing
to broader debate about phenomenological and related approaches that situate embodied experience at the heart of our accounts (e.g. Hamilton et al. 2006; Thomas 2008;
Fahlander/Kjellström 2010; Day 2013; Hamilakis 2013). But that important step, from
specific buildings to the broader landscape, takes us into difficult terrain. Sound is only
rarely taken as the primary subject of analysis in archaeological landscape research.
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For all of the discussion of multi-sensory understandings of place, and despite the evident interconnectedness of hearing and seeing in the perception of landscape (Ingold
2000), many explicitly phenomenological narratives still retain the visual as a primary
focus of analysis. And even when sound is considered, there is a tendency to keep
the focus tight, exploring the properties of an acoustic ecology only when there is a
spatial relationship to prominent or otherwise significant features (Tilley 2008). It is
perhaps ironic that these selective and restricted forays into the acoustic affordances
of particular places are often presented as “archaeologies of the soundscape” (Tilley
2008: 44, 2010: 28; Till 2014). In fact, they fall significantly short of what the term
Soundscape has come to signify in the broader arena of Sound Studies.
The soundscape concept was developed in the late 1960s by the composer and
theorist R. Murray Schafer (Schafer 1977). Encapsulating the full extent of the
acoustic environment as perceived by people, Schafer championed the concept
to highlight the importance of sound to human experience. Developed through
recording projects in urban and rural settings, Schafer’s research has been influential across many fields. Indeed, it is probably fair to say that The Tuning of the
World (Schafer 1977) and the creation of the World Soundscape Project in Vancouver
did more than any other single project or publication to foster the field of Sound
Studies and as such has done much to help put the issue of noise pollution onto the
agenda in academic and wider circles. However, as Sound Studies has matured as a
discipline, several critiques of his original conception have emerged, all of them with
significant implications for archaeologists interested in acoustic ecology. Principal
among these critiques is a reexamination of Schafer’s stated concern for identifying
noise pollution: the soundscape conception makes important value distinctions
between different kinds and sources of noise (Kelman 2010). Highly polemical, his
work stresses the negative impact of (amongst other things) the sounds of industry,
electromagnetic media and traffic on modern human experience. Although persuasive on certain levels (such as their role in defining and promoting issues of noise
pollution), Schafer’s calls for “ear cleaning” in schools, and a return of sounds to
their “natural sockets”, actually open up some fundamental questions about how
societies and individuals categorise and make value judgements about different
aspects of particular sonic environments. Schafer’s drawing of sharp lines is, for
example, difficult to reconcile with the development of electronic music technology,
production techniques and field recording within popular music and compositional
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Fig. 1 Collage of images of Creswell Crags. Photos: Ben Elliott.
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Fig. 2 Visual timeline of Ash Dome, a musical composition by Jon Hughes. Redrawn by
C. Zeissig.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the Sound Fabric model. Redrawn by C. Zeissig.
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practice during the latter half of the 20 th century (e.g. Cage 1991 [1936]; Eno 1978;
Barrett 2007). Making a distinction between good and bad, between valued sound
and unwanted noise, is far from straightforward.
This problem becomes all the more acute when we think of soundscapes from
historical and cultural perspectives. It is axiomatic that many aspects of the sonic
environment that we take for granted would have been constituted and perceived
very differently in other times and places. For Ingold (2007), the soundscape concept
itself is historically informed, allied to a notion of landscape developed in art theory
in the late 16th century. He suggests that the term soundscape encourages us to think,
in his view reductively, of sound in the landscape as a fixed, unchanging entity: a kind
of static snapshot. In fact, he argues, the sound world is fundamentally dynamic; an
on-going process generating sound in the landscape as one element in a complex web
of energy exchange, a mutual interlocking of activities and agencies that he refers to
as the Taskscape (Ingold 1993). Perceived as it is experienced, this mutual interlocking
serves to shape the landscape in which it is set, a landscape that is ecology, politics
and ontology in equal measure. It was precisely this dynamic that two of us sought
to catch in a work created at Star Carr in the Vale of Pickering (Elliot/Hughes 2014).
Focused on the Mesolithic (rather than the entirety of the landscape sequence in the
area), Sonic Horizons of the Mesolithic registered the complexity of the early Holocene
auditory environment, and used sound to communicate that to a broader audience.
Archaeological forays into the soundscape have also prompted questions of a
more analytical nature. Simon Mills, for example, has raised concerns about our
capacity to hear and evaluate the full range of different agencies involved in what
he calls the Sonic Fabric (Mills 2014). To that end, he draws on Kraus’ threefold
scheme of Geophony - all non-animal or plant sounds in the environment; Biophony all non-human biological sounds, and Anthropophony - human generated sounds
(Kraus 2012). Mills also applies methods from cognitive science in an attempt to
engage theoretically with the perception of sound, specifically Auditory Scene Analysis, ASA (Bregman 1994). ASA seeks to explain how the mind divides and processes
the messy acoustic data presented to the ear into meaningful information - how it
differentiates between sounds, and through cognitive processes constructs auditory
‘scenes’ that make sense to us and carry useful information.
With one or two exceptions (e.g. Elliott/Hughes 2014; Mills 2014; Poole/Lacey
2014), archaeologists have yet to successfully negotiate the shift from the acoustic
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potentials of architectural forms to the broader sonic environment in which lives
unfolded in the past. As a number of historians have shown (e.g. Corbin 1998;
Smith 1999; Rath Cullen 2004), this has the potential to be a hugely productive area.
But for this potential to be realised in Landscape Archaeology, we need to approach
the soundscape in a different way. This means tackling two basic problems. We need
to critically consider the historical specificities of the soundscape as it was made,
encountered and understood in societies other than our own. We also need to recognize that time itself is an issue. As archaeologists, we move back and forth between
momentary events and the longue durée (Braudel 1958), negotiating a creative tension
between synchrony and diachrony. But when we work at the level of the landscape,
we deal with palimpsests, with time collapsed upon itself in ways that break with
the linear ordering of the past that we generally take for granted. It is a quality of the
material that we work with, which we cannot afford to ignore, a challenge that takes
us back to Schafer’s soundscape.
Schafer coined the term soundscape to stimulate debate about acoustic ecologies and their role in determining human well-being. Hand in hand with this went
a commitment to objective and unbiased recordings of sound within urban settings.
Yet Schafer also used the idea of soundscape as a starting point and an inspiration
for his own compositional practice, integrating the concepts, discourse and materials
generated by the blossoming Sound Studies movement into the creation of original
pieces of music and sound art. If Landscape Archaeology is to be properly resonant,
it needs to do the same.
Soundtracks
The ideas outlined above have been turning around the work we are currently developing at Creswell Crags, a place that poses a very particular challenge for sound-based
research. The record within the gorge documents human activity (both Homo sapiens
sapiens and Homo neaderthalis) stretching back almost 60,000 years. This deep span of
time, experience and activity is set within a geological and environmental chronology
beginning in the Upper Permian, almost 260 million years ago. As such, thinking
about sound in the context of the Creswell Gorge brings time and change into focus
in a way that previous literature on sound has failed to acknowledge. These issues
come into sharp relief when visiting the site; from the physical form of the landscape
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itself to the active promotion of deep-time histories. Contemporary visitors find
information boards describing archaeological discoveries and the deeds of important
historical agents, a museum and visitor’s centre promoting the international significance of the landscape in terms of its archaeology, and exposed lithologies, which
attest to formation processes playing out (and still ongoing) over millions of years.
These factors bring specific elements of the gorge’s past into human consciousness
in the present. We are therefore interested in understanding how the acoustic environment has changed over time, but also how these multiple time periods might be
held and recognized simultaneously in the present moment within the landscape.
In addition, whilst theories developed in cognitive psychology can help us understand
the aural and neurological pathways that allow sound to influence human perception,
it does little to address the personal and emotional triggers that specific sounds convey
to specific people. ASA may help us to understand how sound is processed and transduced into perceptions, but when it comes to attaching meaning and understanding to
specific sounds, the personal experience and biographies of the listener play a pivotal
role. Sound can be an immensely powerful trigger for memory and for the evocation
of context. But if we want to make effective use of sound, as both an analytical focus
and as a medium for interpretation and creation, we need to better understand how
it works on us. For our purposes, we need a model of how sound works ‘in place’ that
accommodates both change over time and the meaning of sound for listening agents
within the landscape.
To tackle this challenge, we follow Mills’ lead and have employed Kraus’ threefold scheme to categorise sound within the Creswell landscape (Kraus 2012; Mills
2014). These distinctions help us to think beyond the human and put us in a better
position to situate anthropogenic sound and musicality within the broader sonic
environment. However, contra Mills’ approach, we use Kraus’ categories to consider
sound throughout the history of the Creswell Gorge, rather than at any one specific
point in time. In this way, we have been trying to pull away from “snapshot” conceptualizations, constructing a model that expresses the concept of a total sound-world,
present over time in a specific landscape. Clearly there will be areas of overlap:
some sounds will have remained constant throughout time, some will have featured
sporadically, while others will have featured long ago and have never been heard
since. This process forces us to consider the relationship between sounds in the past
and sounds in the present.
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Geophony
Kraus’ Geophony helps us to think about numerous different features or qualities
of the landscape in terms of their sonic contribution. For example, we can consider
the processes implicated in the topography of the area. This involves a combination
of sedimentary and glacial processes, with exposed geological formations carved
through the movement of glaciers and the various forms of erosion associated with
glacial meltwater. Water is an important and recurring feature (or “theme”) of many
landscapes, and this can encourage us to think about landscape in new and interesting
ways. For example, water might flow through a landscape today in the form of streams
and rivers, but it is also a part of the longer-term biography of a place, responsible
for much of the morphology of the land itself. As such, water connects multiple time
periods simultaneously within a landscape. Sonically this might be reflected in the
sounds of water in multiple forms; rushing, trickling and flowing bring into focus the
character and agency of water at different points in a landscape’s history. The evidence
for different types of interaction and for the movement of water within a landscape
is often preserved within the geological record. For example, we can consider the
distant sound of receding glaciers, of melting ice sheets, the sound of the stillness
and depth of glacial lakes, or the gentle activity expressed in the trickle of a stream.
Furthermore, these sounds of water are themselves a manifestation of hidden aspects
present within the landscape biography. Water sounds signify the presence of energy
in nature; water only flows because of the forces of gravity and other physical laws,
and as such the gushing of a waterfall is an expression of gravity manifest through
the water as a medium. The movement creates sound, which becomes an expression
of another, otherwise hidden aspect of the landscape’s story.
Through sound, forces of energy, change and movement are communicated to
any creature capable of sonic perception. There are multiple transduction processes
at work here which we can draw on, from energy to sound to perception, cutting
across boundaries between human, animal and the natural environment, fostering a
more integrated and holistic mode of thinking concerning discrete elements within
the landscape’s biography. These ideas can be applied and developed for our work
at Creswell; the gorge itself was cut by a combination of high-energy channels and
longer-term erosion caused by subsurface water table drainage (Jenkinson 1984).
The gorge and the caves within it have been sculpted by natural forces, and as such
can be read as the water’s trace or footprint within the landscape. The challenge for
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us is to imagine what those deep-time processes sounded like, and develop a way of
presenting them through the medium of sound.
Beyond water, Geophony includes the sounds of weather; the local expressions of
climatic conditions that have changed dramatically over time. Palaeoclimatic records
help us to establish past weather patterns, and when large-scale climatic reconstructions are combined with more nuanced and small-scale palaeoenvironmental data, a
detailed and dynamic picture can emerge. Geological formations themselves can often
have a sonic history in terms of the types of sounds present in the environments in
which different lithologies form. The conditions under which they have subsequently
been transformed might also have a characteristic sonic signature.
Biophony
The changing roll call of animals and plants is a vital part of the sound story of
Creswell. The gorge has a faunal record that includes wooly mammoth, hyena, reindeer,
horse, hippo, red deer, wolf, arctic hare, bats, large numbers of different birds and
numerous species of amphibians and insects. The lives of these organisms all contribute
to, and interact with, the sonic environment of a specific landscape, their contribution
shifting over the course of its biography. On a slightly different scale, plants also create
sound during growth and in response to the movement of animals and the elements
around them. This too can be considered a part of the total sound world within the
landscape, albeit an element more often beyond the grasp of unaided human hearing.
We can also think about change and consistency over time in relation to Biophony.
For example some elements have remained constant, such as a particular species of
bird that may have been on the site for hundreds or even thousands of years. Another
species may have only appeared recently, whilst some will have disappeared long ago.
Anthropophony
At Creswell, Anthropophony encompasses a time range that carries us from Neanderthal and Upper Palaeolithic activity through to the present day. We can use the
archaeological record to think about the specific human actions that the area has
witnessed over that time – and their associated sounds. These include the processing
of animal hides; the carving of rock art; the setting of fires; the knapping of flint; and
the working of bone and antler. All of these activities have clear characteristic sonic
signatures which can vary according to a number of factors: the types of material
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being worked, the skill of the individual worker and the number of people active
at any one time. Many of these factors can be established archaeologically and so
can offer some detailed insights into the Anthropophony at a given point within the
biography of the landscape. Additionally, we can consider the sounds of human voices
and bodies. Although perhaps we cannot know the precise content of what is said (oral
history archives offer some opportunities here), the potential for musicality through
the use of instruments, body percussion, and the human voice itself can be examined.
These latter categories are often more speculative in their content, but should nevertheless be taken as a given for all Homo sapiens sapiens societies, and arguably, for our
immediate ancestors as well.
In practice, using Kraus’ categories helps to identify what might better be described
as source material: a wish-list of specific sound recordings that can be sourced and
compiled into an archive as part of the process of studying any archaeological landscape. Some sounds can also be generated experimentally; for example activities such
as flint knapping or fire-setting are relatively easy to create. More elaborate sonic
projects are perhaps better suited to collaboration with established experimental
archaeology centres and with instrumentalists. Larger sound archives (such as those
housed at the British Library) can be consulted to locate less common environmental
or animal sounds, and field surveys can be utilized to collect sounds still present within
a landscape today. In developing this sound archive, a curator can begin to experience
the dynamism and variability of the sonic environment of a specific landscape.
Thinking, Working, Listening
Within any given landscape, all of these types of sound are in a constant state of
dynamic change, flux and interaction. So, having compiled our archive of source
sounds, familiar questions begin to arise: how can we develop an effective way of
considering this complex, entangled whole? What kinds of concepts and methods do we need to move beyond the rather static notion of the soundscape as a
momentary snapshot?
Timelines
One way to begin this process is to create a timeline: to order the events and processes associated with the creation of sound in the sequences that the geological,
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palaeoenvironmental and archaeological records provide. Highlighting patterns of
change and persistence, the timline is a valuable heuristic device, a tool for thinking about the ‘mix’ of sounds we need to consider, and the diachrony implicit in
all landscapes. This chronological approach to organising sound within landscape
has parallels within practices associated with music composition, where it is often
employed as a tool of arrangement or analysis, and also as a visual alternative to more
conventional musical scores. Fig. 2 provides an example of the kinds of timelines we
might establish for Creswell. In this case it was created as a visual descriptive aid
to a 20 minute dance piece called Ash Dome, created by composer Jon Hughes and
choreographer Simon Birch in 2011 (Birch/Hughes 2011). Using this kind of timeline
as a point of departure, it is possible to imagine a complex visual rendering of the
Creswell landscape’s auditory biography. With such a rendering, we can begin to think
about the auditory history of the landscape perhaps as a single piece of music, allowing
us to think about the varied qualities of different elements and the place they might
hold in the overall composition. In such a composition, certain elements, such as the
sound of water, have been and will remain a constant presence from the deep past to
the present day. They can be thought of as providing a textural base, a kind of ostinato
or pedal note. Conversely, other elements, such as flashes of human activity, can be
thought of as moments of dynamic change, occupying limited space on the timeline,
but with high levels of intensity. The imagined composition might therefore have
periods of particular dramatic intensity that appear within the timeline, with quite
specific sound signatures of their own. The advantage with a visual timeline is that it
provides a clear illustration of the ways in which sound within a landscape can change
over time, and begins to set out an alternative approach to understanding the total
sonic history of a landscape.
Sonic Experience and the Sound Field
Along with time, we have also been exploring ways in which the experience or reception of sound can be brought into this mix. We have been trying to address this
problem on two distinct levels, which we are labelling Sonic Experience and the Sound
Field. In order to clarify this distinction, it is important to talk initially about the
proccessing of sound within the ear. This crucial transduction process of air pressure
variations being converted into nerve signals has been explored in detail in the field
of cognitive psychology (Plack 2005; Purves et al. 2008: 147-173). There exists within
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this literature a convention regarding the use of the word “sound” that is useful for
us here, drawing a distinction between “sound stimuli” to designate the physical
events that initiate audition, restricting the use of the word “sound” to the perceptual consequence of those stimuli (Purves et al. 2008: 152). In our model, we make
this distinction with our concepts of Sound Field and Sonic Experience. Sound Field
denotes the sound as it exists as variations in air pressure before transduction by the
mechanisms of the ear. Sonic Experience denotes the reception of sound after a transduction process by an organism. These terms will be explained in more detail later.
Concepts from cognitive psychology such as ASA are useful for us in this context,
and have already been used as a vehicle for interpreting the perception of sound in
prehistory by Mills (2014). However, these detailed accounts of the way in which the
human ear processes auditory stimuli raise further questions for the perception of
sound by non-human agents over the course of a landscape’s biography. A detailed
study of the auditory processing capacities and pathways of all forms of flora and
fauna present within the Creswell palaeoenvironmental record is beyond the remit
of the SoundTracks project. However, this line of thinking does draw our attention
towards different ways of hearing throughout the gorge’s past. Up until this point,
elements of biophony - and even geophony - have been considered in terms of their
capacity to produce sound. But how might they also process and perceive sound?
And does this have a role to play in understanding the sonic history of the landscape
as a whole? Whilst definitive answers to these questions may not be immediately forthcoming, their consideration can certainly help to stimulate our thinking at Creswell.
Sonic Horizons
Sonic Experience is bound up with the issue of sound and memory (Morris 2001;
Bijsterveld/van Dijck 2009; Levent/Pascual-Leone 2014). The retention and recall of
information pertaining to sensory inputs is a fundamental function of the human
brain, allowing experience to be documented and learnt from, and contributing
towards the construction of consciousness itself. Sensory experiences are intrinsic
to the processes by which memories are formed, and as such, can serve as highly
evocative triggers for these memories when specific sensory stimuli are encountered.
This has a key relevance for considerations of soundscape, and people’s reactions to,
and experience of, a specific acoustic ecology. Throughout the course of our lives,
we build a complex emotional relationship with sound through its entanglement
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with memory. Certain sounds can become evocative of places, moments or emotions,
transporting human consciousness back to a specific point in an individual’s life.
We have all had the experience of listening to a piece of music that takes our mind
to a particular place or time, or perhaps the sound of waves and children playing
on a beach bringing childhood holidays into sharp recall. This specific example
succinctly demonstrates the links that sound can form between landscapes, showing
us how sound can pull human consciousness back through both time and space
via the medium of memory. The relationship between memory and sound can also
be conspicuous by its absence: experiencing new sounds for the first time, particularly later in life, can be unsettling, or perhaps exhilarating, as we lack an emotional
frame of reference from which to understand the new stimulus. At Creswell, many
of the earlier chapters of the landscape’s story fall well beyond the memory of people
visiting the gorge today. It is impossible for us to remember the sounds of woolly
mammoths or Neanderthals. The point being made here is that, as we have our own
frames of reference within which the sounds of the gorge are understood, so would
its human inhabitants in the deeper past. Sound heard then would have played a part
in the same process of memory formation and evocation. We would argue that this
simultaneous process of memory formation and recall is a crucial element of how
sound is experienced and perceived, and thus needs careful consideration within any
overarching model of sound in a landscape context.
We have developed the term Sonic Horizon to encapsulate this individual-centred, biographical relationship with sound that underpins varied responses to a given
soundscape. There can of course be common ground between the sonic horizons of
different individuals: shared experiences and cultural background play a key role in
“normalising” emotional responses to sound across collectives. For example, Corbin’s
(1998) excellent study of the significance of bells in 19 th century France examines
how bells marked important moments in the life cycle and in everyday practice
of communities. Rung to mark the birth of a child or the death of an individual,
bells also structured the day by demarcating times for work and prayer. They were
also rung regularly as an evening curfew to ward off evil spirits at night. As such,
they possessed social and political significance. A focus for specific communities
and an expression of their identity, the bells were also part of a technology of worship that tolled out across the entire landscape, a routine reminder of the political
and religious orders within which the community was set. Of course, what people
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heard, what it meant to them may have varied considerably. No two people can ever
share precisely the same relationship with sound, and responses depend heavily on
identities and interests. One person’s call to prayer may be another’s call to arms.
The point that matters here is that the Sonic Horizon harnesses a creative tension
between culturally accepted understandings of what we hear and an agency that
mediates our responses.
Discussion
Our work at Creswell is at an early stage and we are still finding our way into the
gorge, keeping our ears open for the different sources that it has to offer. Our main
concern here has been to identify the major challenges that any study of landscape
has to address: the nature and range of our sources and, most fundamental of all,
how best to articulate sound and time.
In order to address both time and the experience of sound, we have found it useful
to think in terms of a Sound Fabric, a theoretically informed framework in which
the different concepts discussed above articulate with one another. Fig. 3 provides a
simple diagram illustrating the Sound Fabric model and the associated terminology.
In the context of the SoundTracks project, we take the Sound Fabric as the totality we
wish to draw upon in our work: an all-encompassing sonic environment that includes
contributions from geophonic, biophonic and anthropophonic sources. These three
families of contributors are in a state of constant flux and interaction, operating on
scales that range from millennia to moments. Shifts are often non-linear and can
work in rhythms or cycles that, again, intersect with one another. Being a totality, the
Sound Fabric also includes the energy that creates these sounds, which can perhaps
best be understood as compressions and rarefactions in air pressure. This is energy
that can be objectively measured with the use of appropriate technologies, and corresponds to the term ‘sound stimuli’ from cognitive psychology or to the content
frequently analysed in association with archaeoacoustic studies. We are calling this
element the Sound Field. The Sound Fabric also includes Sonic Experience, the distinct
concept of sound as it is experienced within a landscape. This includes how sound
is processed and perceived by humans, animals and plants. So within this model,
the Sound Field is the purely energetic component, and Sonic Experience the experiential component. The model we have outlined here is intended to perform two distinct
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functions. Firstly, to better enable material generated by archaeologists and geologists
to be considered in terms of their contribution to past soundscapes. Specific units of
archaeological, palaeoenvironmental or geological data can be assigned sonic signifiers, and can be arranged to help a listener explore the relationship between different
forms of data. This can help us think about both continuity and change within the
auditory landscape through time and as such, builds towards a “symbolic sonification” (Worrall 2011) of Landscape Archaeology. Secondly, to help generate new ideas,
questions and understandings of landscape through using sound as both the focus
of analysis and as the principal medium of discourse. This forms a vital link between
more established lines of archaeological enquiry and parallel modes of research within
compositional practice. SoundTracks is an interdisciplinary project, a coming together
of approaches found in the field of Landscape Archaeology, Sound Art and composition. For us, sound is an exploratory tool – not just the subject of study but also the
medium through which new ideas can be articulated and explored. There is thus a
reflexive quality to our practice: working with sound we can learn about the character
of sound in the past, but we can also develop new ways of articulating past and present
by using sound itself as an expressive medium. For example, we can, if we choose to,
compress our feelings and impressions of the landscape into an expressive piece of
sonic work: into a piece of sound art or music.
Our basic approach has explicit parallels within compositional practice, and has
been used by composers in the past to explore interests which overlap considerably
with those of landscape archaeologists: what defines the meaning of a place? How do
certain places become so important to people at certain times? What role does the past
play in this process? How do memory and commemoration work at a landscape scale?
Questions such as these have been explicitly explored by composers, using research
methodologies which echo those set out within the Sound Fabric model. Cage’s (1978)
A Dip in the Lake (see Hughes 2012 for a realization of this piece) features an explicit
methodology for capturing source material through field recording as a means of
encapsulating urban soundscapes and inspiring composition. Also Hughes’ work
(Birch/Hughes 2011, 2012, 2013; Hughes 2012; Elliott/Hughes 2014) has built on
similar themes in a range of different contexts. These pieces are landscape-specific,
drawing on careful research into the geological, political and social history of a place,
and incorporating phenomenological and experiential responses to both the landscape in question and the research process.
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These interests and approaches are often shared with collaborators working in
other expressive media, such as dance and choreography (Birch/Hughes 2012, 2013).
Here, the process is broadly similar, with movement and embodied experience (two
key themes in contemporary Landscape Archaeology) serving as the principal form
of analysis. Projects such as these, when viewed through the lens of the Sound Fabric
model, play an illuminating role – drawing out narratives and connections already
present within a landscape, yet at the same time forming an important contribution
themselves to the Sound Fabric through the sourcing of various forms of material and
on-site performance.
Compositional research might, for example, attune to a specific aspect of geophony. This could take the form of a piece of music which seeks to express geological forces through an exploration of the sound of the movements of rock over
time, thus signifying the core processes that have shaped the physical form of the
landscape. We might transduce such natural forces as they are manifest sonically,
moving them up into the audible hearing range through pitch shifting techniques.
Or, conversely, we could speed a sound up, playing the sound compressed into a single
moment, and make a piece of percussion music from the sounds that are produced.
In this way we can bring to the ear, and so into consciousness, geological activity
that has transformed a landscape over millennia. A key point here is that the creative
process of manipulating sound and using it as an expressive medium broadens our
thinking and lines of enquiry. It enables us to think about the past, and its relationship with both the present and place, in new and interesting ways. We would go so
far as to suggest that working at a landscape scale actually requires us to experiment
with media beyond the conventional forms of academic discourse.
The compositional ear has the ability to explore time and space in ways that
archaeologists often struggle with, and in doing so, pick out themes and patterns
concerning the role that sound has played within a landscape’s deep-time past.
Thinking in this way, from a more compositional and artistic perspective, can help us
reflect differently on the nature of landscape. Composition binds together space and
time, time and emotion, time and experience, providing a potentially powerful ‘way
in’ to the palimpsests we inhabit and that Landscape Archaeologists try to understand. Sound and music can connect us with moments in the past, past emotional
and lived experiences which exist within our collective history and memory. Most
important of all, and central to our work at Creswell, they also provide a vehicle for
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our essentially imaginative encounter with the tangle of deep-time processes and
events. Conversely, sound is capable of presenting multiple actions, actors and conditions simultaneously to the listener, which of course is how the Creswell landscape is
experienced today. The immediacy of sound can also help us to consider the nature
of the archaeological process. As archaeologists and artists, we create a shared past in
the present; folding new knowledge and old memories back into our present-centered
experience. The only way to understand or experience the past is to keep it in the
present through transductions and analogues of one form and another. A strength of
sound, and the arts more generally, is that it enables us to (re)present multiple aspects
of reality simultaneously.
Our intention in creating the Sound Fabric model is not simply to generate objective facts about a landscape’s past. At Creswell Crags, extensive work has already
been undertaken within the fields of geology, archaeology, history and palaeoecology
over the course of the past 150 years, all of which contributes to a huge archive of
knowledge concerning the physical realities of the gorge’s (pre)history. What we hope
our work will offer is a complement to that archive, a reworking of data that will
allow the listener to better grasp the complexity of the conditions that have shaped
the Crags, the diverse forms of occupation that the area has witnessed and, above all
else, their own relation to the way time is caught up in the place. These aims are both
ambitious and, to a certain extent, contentious. The development of a substantive
relationship between sound and Landscape Archaeology requires the collaboration
of specialists from different fields and the forging of new relationships between the
humanities, physical sciences and performing arts. It will be interesting to hear where
the collaboration takes us.
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